
Coal Tar Migration in a Multiaquifer Well at the 
Reilly Site – The Story of Well W23
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Introduction and Background

– Allegation of waste injection via well(s) from old 
correspondence, lawsuit, and technical reports.

– How did W23 actually become contaminated?

– Reilly Site history.

– 1978 W23 Investigation.

– Multi-aquifer well hydraulics.

– 1980-82 W23 cleanout.

– Summary and conclusions.
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Plant Water Supply

– Sugar beet plant used ~1 MGD.

– 1898 Hinckley well (~1000 feet deep).

– 8-12 shallow wells to fill cistern.

– Reilly drilled “backup” water supply well (W23) at refinery 
building.
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Reilly Site 1920s
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1932 GW Problems

– SLP drilled its first municipal supply well

– Taste & odor problems after two weeks of pumping

– 10-inch casing added to W23 (to “seal” the Platteville)

– Memo from driller “waste creosote being drained down into 
the ground via several old wells”
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two old abandoned wells… 
used to drain creosote down to the ground
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1950’s “Tar Balls”

– New pump  in 1955 – automatic cycling.

– In 1956 pump seized; driller pulled pump.

– “Very effective solvent” supplied by Reilly (likely benzene)

– Re-occurrence within several months.

– Gravel was poured down the well to “hold down the tar”

– Well depth in 1966 was 610 feet.
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Site Closure

– 1972 plant closed and sold to the City of St. Louis Park

– Hold harmless agreement

– Site demolished, graded

– Storm sewers, commercial, & residential redevelopment

– Lots of studies, esp. groundwater studies throughout the 
1970’s.

– Investigated Reilly’s plant supply well: well W23.
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Source: USGS WSP 2211
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Source: USGS WSP 2211
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Well W23 Cleanout

– Used cable tool methods to remove the plug of material for 
W23.

– Found a gravel layer between 653 and 665 feet deep.

– 50+ feet of tarry material had accumulated over the gravel 
after circa 1956.

– Plug removed but debris & sloughing prevented driller form 
reaching 909 feet.

– Removed the 10 inch casing that had been installed in 
1932.
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Conclusions

– Well 23 was not used as a disposal or injection well. Reilly 
did not pump or dump wastes down their water supply well.

– Creosote DNAPL migrated into the well via the Platteville 
prior to 1933 and along ungrouted casings.

– DNAPL and sediment formed a plug in the well due to 
bridging.

– Multi-aquifer flow aided contaminant migration into the 
Prairie du Chien – Jordan.
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